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1. STAFF. RULES: REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR- GENERAL IN ACCORDANCE WITH STAFF
REGULATION 22- Item 6,4,2 of the Agenda (Official Records N6.33, page 35;
D ^curent A7/AFL/15)

MR, SHAW (Australia), on the invitation of the Chairman, introduced the

discussi n of the United States resolution .,n Staff Rules (document A4 /AFL/15).

He said that he was not cuncerned with budgetary implications, but with the

anomaly in the practice international organizations. The resoluticn was the

expression f a principle.

M. RUEDI (Switzerland) stated that the Swiss delegation would support the

United States resolution since the Government cf Switzerland would inevitably face

opposition from parliament on increased contributions to the World Health

Organizati_:n unless the details of such payments could be justified. The

principle was one which the Executive Board should decide,

M. CALDERON -PUIG (Mexico) considered that no one could be opposed to the

principle in part 1 of the United States resolution. In order, however, that

the Executive Board might act in full knowledge of the facts, the Mexican

delegation would propose an amendment to paragraph 2, substituting for "at the

earliest possible moment ", "as soon as it considers appropriate ".

Raj?cumari AMRIT KAUR (India) suggested that, after hearing the Director-

Generalts rep..rt at the morning meeting, it would be advisable neither to interfere

at present with the Secretariatts scientific survey nor to force a decision on the

basis of insufficient data As an alternative reslution she would prop&sel

The Fourth WorldHealth.Assembly

1, ADOPTS the principle that the cost Gf living differential of WHO shall
generally be the cost of living differential applied to the staff of the
United Naticns, and
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2, INSTRUCTS the Executive Board to consider the advisability of bringing
this into. effect at the earliest possible moment4

Such a resolution would give the Executive Briard every opportunity for

investigation,

Mr. INGRAM (United States of America) accepted the amendment to the United

States resolution proposed by the representative of Mexico. He could not accept

the alternative proposed by the Indian delegation,

Mr. MASON (New Zealand) wholly agreeç with the chief delegate of India that

careful attention should be raid to the observations G f the Director- General.

No scientific survey of the cost of living in Geneva had been made since 1949,

and the United Nations recommendation that there should be a 5% reduction in

salaries seemed tb have insufficient basis. The World Health Organization

enjoyed a certain autcm my and the Executive Board could not be blamed for wanting

a scientific basis for any decision. In any case, salary scales for inter-

national organizations could not be calculated on the general cost of living and

price indices. Any decision should be based on a study of the family budgets of

administrative personnel, not of skilled or unskilled workers, Other organi-

zations used a 10% figure in adjusting salary scales. The ohoice of 5% wC7.d

involve a vast burden of calculation for the Secretariat. For all these reasons

he would propose an alternative resolution to that presented by the United States:

The Fourth World Health Assembly

Having considered the problem cf the minus 5% salary differential

which is applied by the United Nations to the salaries of staff stationed
in Geneva, and

Cognisant of the desirability &f uniformity in the application cf the
salary plan adopted by the United Nations and the World Health Organization
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RECOMMENDS to the General Assembly'of the United Nations that the
following principles be f&llowed in the application of any scheme of salary
differentials:

1. The basic salary rates may be adjusted at duty stations by_the
application of salary differentials which are based, upon the relative
cost, to the staff members concerned, of living, standards of living
and related factors;

2. The basic components cf comparable cost of living indices should
be established ti independent experts jointly appointed by the United
Nations'and the specialized agencies concerned;

3. No differential, either plus or minus, shcrld be established for
variations in the cost of living of less than 10%, as recommended by
the Expert Committee on Salary, Allowance and Leave Systems.

REAFFIRMS that, at such time as the results of scientific cost -of-
living- surveys are known, the Director -General and Executive Board shall

take such action as is necessary to apply any cost -of- living differential
which results therefrom.

Dr. WANG (Norway) considered that the amended version of the United States

resolution was inacceptable, since it put the Executive Board in an impossible

position. Even if the survey should show that, as in 1949, the cost of living

in C`eneva was higher than in New York, the Board would still be under the

obligation of implementing the provisions cf part 1 as soon as was appropriate.

The Norwegian Delegation would have voted for the Indian resolution, had not that

put forward by the represeptative of New Zealand covered the matter in full. He

would support the latter.

Dr, KHADDOURI (Ira:i) asked why no survey of the cost of living in New Delhi

and Alexandria had been made when these for New York and Geneva were studied.

The SECRETARY replied that in the case of New Delhi and Alexandria, the

World Health Organization applied the same differentials as the United Nations;

those differentïals were based on a cost -of- living survey. The point at issue

in regard t Geneva was that the pr posed differential was not based on a

scientific cost-,?f-living survey.
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Dr. MCCUSKER (Canada) supported the United States resolution as amended 1w

the representative of Mexico.

Dr. HtJER (Sweden) agreed with the stress laid by the representative of the

United States on uniformity of practice, but thought that the principles embodied

in the New Zealand resolution were right; the proper solution would be to

re mmend to the United Nations the principles supported by the World Health

Organization. His delegation would vote in favour cf the New Zealand resolution.

Mr. INGRAM (United States cf America) argued that it was unrealistic to

treat a cost -46f- living differential as separable from salaries, and the principle

1f conformity between New York and Geneva was one which had been accepted.. His

remarks were unaffected by the percentage involved and there was n6 question of

tying the WHO differential to any indices, but to United Nations practice.

Br,,, van den BERG (Netherlands) stated that his delegation would vote f..r

the New Zealand resolution, but thought it not incompatible with that proposed

by the United States. The two representatives should endeavour to combine the

proposals in a joint Draft.

Mr. INGRAM (United States of America) considered that such an endeavour

would be fruitless.

Mr, TALJAARD (Union cf South Africa) strongly supported the New Zealand

resoluti..n4 It was the most complete put forward, stated the problem most
reso

clearly, conformed with the recommendation of the Executive Board and indicated

the steps which could be taken without irregularity.
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M,`CALLER (Italy) pr eased,. as -an alternative.tA .those.already submitted,

the following resolution:

The Fourth World Health Assembly,

1. CONSIDERING

(a) That the principle that any cost -ef- living differential to

be applied.t ^,the salaries of, WHO staff should be identical with
that applied to United Nations staff, and

(b) That a survey is to be laid before the Executive Board,

2. INSTRUCTS the Executive Board to take decisions in accordance with

the findings of the survey.

Mrs. MASON (New Zealand) preferred the wording of bi.s own resolutim should

remain, ,He hadtwcc more comments: .it was within the powers of the World Health

rrganizativn to make recommendations to the United Nations on sp important a

matter and, secondly, ..it was reasonable. to ask the United .Nations to back its

decisions ?y scientific study.

The -:CHAIRMAN, following a procedural discussion. in which the representatives

of the Netherlands,. Iran and New Zealand took part, stated that, of the

reseluti -ms before the meeting, he would first put td the vote that put forward

'.:,y the representative of New Zealand., in accordance with Rule 52 of Procedure.

Decision :: By 23 votes to l with 5 abstentions, the New Zealand resolution
was ad:pted.

The SECRETARY, replying to a request by the representative of Iraq as to

when any survey of the cost of living in New Delhi and Alexandria had been made,

said that, in New Delhi, it was in the autumn of 1950 and, in Alexandria, in

January 1951. It was on the basis of those investigations that the United Nations

and the specialized agencies, including the World Health Organization, had reduced
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the cost of living differential in accordance with the principles agreed at the

morning's meeting.

2. ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE AND ADhINISTRATIVE EFFICIENCY OF THE SECRETARIAT:
Item 6.2.2 of the Agenda (Official Records No.28 (WHA 3.89); Official

Records No.29, (EB6.R24, page 11); Official Records No.33, pp. 27 -36)

Dr. GEAR, Chairman of the Executive Board, explained that the work done

during the Board's fifth session and reported to the Third World Health Assembly

was rightly considered a continuing study. The matters under consideration -

decentralization, staffing, documents, financial and staff regulations and

others were mentioned on page 1 of Official Records No.33. The Executive Board

accepted the view that, for the future, the Standing Committee should restrict

its examinations to certain selected items, such as, for instance, a biennial

Health Assembly.

Dr. TABA (Iran), recalled that at the Third World Health Assembly the

delegation of Iran had drawn the attention of the Committee on Administration,

Finance and Legal Matters to the extent to which the administrative budget was

increasing. As a result, a working party on expenditure had been set up and its

report adopted by the Assembly. In January 1951, finding it impossible to deal

with all issues, the Standing Committee had confined its attention to the

questions of a biennial Assembly and publications. That was not what the

committee had in mind. The representative of Yugoslavia, at a plenary meeting

of the Fourth World Health Assembly, had made an interesting analysis of

expenditure, showing that more than 70% of the budget was allocated for the

salaries of permanent staff and administrative purposes. Very little was left

for field work, which should on no account be decreased. It would be seen from
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the Director's General Report on page 73 of Official Records No.30 that in 1950

the total staff had increased from 516 to 682. The delegation of Iran was wholly

in favour of expandin;: the work of the Organization, but only on the definite

assurance that administrative expenses would not continue to increase, either

at headquarters or in regional offices.

Dr. GREGORIO (Yugoslavia) stated that his delegation completely agreed with

the statement made by the representative of Iran

Dr. van den BERG -(Netherlands) expressed surprise that the representative

of Iran should appear to -think field work the only important activity of the

World Health Organization. The budget presentation clearly showed:

(1) Technical Services, centralized for the whole world and necessarily

involving a large technical staff at headquarters;

(2) Advisory Services, which could not be restricted only to the field.

Field work involved much administration and a sizeable headquarters staff was

a necessity.

Dr. TABA (Iran) said it was a mistake to interpret his comment as meaning

that WHO should do field work only, but the Organizationls functions should be

mainly practical. The size of a staff did not give an organization importance.

The staff at Geneva should be adequate, but should not be out of proportion to

the finances available.

Dr. HOER (Sweden) thought that the committee should be content with the

work of the Secretariat. In 1950 the figure for administration was high in

15 %; for 1951 and 1952 it was only 6 %, a reasonable figure which gave no

grounds for anxiety.
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Dr. GEAR, Chairman of the Executive Board, referred the meeting to page 36

of Official Records No.33 for the future activities of the Standing Committee

and to the report of the fifth session of the Executive Board (Official Records

No.26, page 36; paragraphs 243, 244 and 245). That review of structure had

been commended by the Third World Health Assembly. The heavy increase in work

accepted by the Secretariat, with very few additions to headquarters staff, was

noted by the Executive Board (Official Records No.33, page 3); decentralization

measures approved were referred to in paragraph 141, page 31.

Replying to a question by the representative of Iran, the Chairman of the

Executive Board said that no reports were regarded as final and that questions

of structure were under continual review.

Mr. BRADY (Ireland) agreed with the representative of Sweden that there

should be a clear conception of what was meant by administrative staff.

Official Records No.31, page 30, showed a decrease of administrative staff in

1951. The proportionate size of the administrative side of the budget was modest.

It was essential that an organization such as WHO should employ a large staff on

co- ordinating work, but qualified specialists should not waste their energies on

work that could be done at the clerical level. It would be valuable to know what

progress had been made in the management surveys carried out both centrally and

regionally.

Mr. GRANT, Director, Division of Administrative 2Lnagement and Personnel,

explained that the Administrative Management Section had existed only since

November 1950. Its staff was small and might need to be augmented in relation to

the work to be done. Attention had been devoted to two problems;
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1. A survey of the Finance and Accounts and Personnel Sections

at headquarters, and a study of one regional office, for the purpose of

ascertaining whether all duties'and work were as efficiently organized as

possible.

2. Critical analyses of needs both in staffing and supplies. The

duplication of documents had become a great burden and a report was to be made,

to the Director -General on greater efficiency in the use of staff, and on

translation, paper and other supplies. The needs of any section applying for an

increase of staff were analysed and a report made as a basis for the

Director- Generalts decision and for any budgetary changes.

The CHAIRMAN moved that the meeting should take cognizance of the report of

the Executive Board on structure and organization and should request the

Director -General to arrange for a continued examination of organizational struc-

ture and administrative efficiency.

It was so agreed.

Biennial Assemblies

The CHAIRMAN then drew attention to the question of biennial Assemblies and

to the relevant documents (Official Records No. 33, para.124 and document A4/7).

Dr. EVANG (Norway) felt that the wording of the first paragraph of

document P4/7 was not entirely satisfactory, since it omitted to state that the

Third World Health Assembly had approved in principle the plan for biennial

Assemblies. Drawing attention to the second paragraph, which brought out

"the importance of the problem and the gravity of its repercussions riot only on
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the work but also en the structure of the'Organization",'he felt that it was

consequently all the metre necessary that a report should be presented at the

earliest possible time. He therefore proposed that the Executive Bard and the

Secretariat be asked te prepare immediately a report s that a ,final decision on

thé pr blem could be taken at the ízext - World Health Assembly*

Dr, GEAR, Chairman of the Executive Board, remarked that the Executive Board

had examined the problem and had found that the matter had important implications

and consequences for the Organization and had therefore =decided that it should

authorize the Directs-:r- General to report to the Fourth World Health Assembly that

study should be continued and a repx-rt made to the Fifth. WF'rld Health Assembly.

He painted cut that the :question influenced such matters as the preparation of

budget and programmes and the collection of the necessary material frtmi regional

;ffices.

The CHAIRMAN proposed that a rec:.mmendaticn be submitted to the Executive

Board inc 71rperating the remarks and proposal cf the delegate of Norway.

It was so agreed.

Mr, BRADY (Ireland) Vice- Chairman; took. the chair.

3, ANAL REPORT OF THE UN JOINT STAFF PENSION BOARD: Item 6.4.3.2 (De"cument
A4/33)

.

The CHAIRMAN drew attention to the annual report of the UN Joint Staff

Pension Board and, in the absence cf arty crament- proposed that the Rapporteur

he asked to draft a resolution taking due note of the report.

It was so agreed,
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4. APPOINTMENT OF EXTERNAL AUDITOR: Item 6.2.1 (DF,cument A4/13).

The CHAIRMAN drew attention to the recommendation by the Director -General

that the External Auditor be appointed fcr a three -year period and to the

ellggestion that the Assembly might wish to reappoint the present External Auditor,

Mr, Uno Brunskog.

Decisi ^n: It was decided that a three -year appointment be made and that
Mr, Brunskog be appointed External Auditor cf the accóunts of WHO foT the
three financial years 1952 to 1954 inclusive.

The meeting rose at 4.40 p.m.


